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10:00–10:30 Jean Francois Dayen, IPCMS Strasbourg
Mixed Dimensional Heterostructures: a promising platform to explore innovative
Advanced Materials and Devices
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Multifunctional hybrid layered materials: synthesis and structure - property relationships
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Resonance Spectroscopy
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12:45-14:00 Lunch at and Poster Session at SSCU Foyer
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their Applications in Energy and Environmental sectors
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Insights into Nanostructure Growth, Structure and Stability Using Advanced Electron
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Collaborations with France and CNRS:
Opportunities and Mechanisms
Srini Kaveri
CNRS
Email: srini.kaveri@cnrs.fr
The societal challenges such as health issues, demographic change, climate change, need for clean
and efficient energy, smart and integrated transport, food security, and the bio-based economy, are
all global. Addressing these challenges warrants answers that are also ought to be global and more
importantly, there is a need for urgent solutions. An efficient international cooperation assisting a
link between basic scientific research and industrial leadership is an absolute necessity to address
these tasks. We will discuss the initiatives that the French government and CNRS present to support
and enhance the scientific collaborations to address the societal challenges.
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Université de Strasbourg
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1. Jariwala et al., Nat. Mater. 2017, 16, 170 ; [2] Mouafo et al, Adv. Mater. 2018, 30, 1802478; Mouafo et al., Adv.Func.
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Glass-like Thermal Conductivity in a Single
Crystal of Layered Metal Halides
Kanishka Biswas
New Chemistry Unit, International Centre for Materials Science and School of Advanced
Materials, Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR), Jakkur
P.O., Bangalore 560064 (India)
Email: kanishka@jncasr.ac.in
As the periodic atomic arrangement of a crystal is made to a disorder or glassy-amorphous
system by destroying the long-range order, the value of lattice thermal conductivity, κL,
decreases, and its fundamental characteristics changes. Disordered atomic arrangement
severely limits the phonon mean free path in a material, however, it can also have
deteriorating effect on the charge carrier transport. Therefore, the realization of ultralow
and unusual glass-like κL in a crystalline material is challenging but it holds the key to many
applications like in thermoelectrics, thermal barrier coatings and hot phonon bottle neck
in optoelectronics.1, 2 I will be talking about achieving an ultralow value (~0.20 W/m·K at
room temperature) and unusual glass-like temperature dependence (2-400 K range) of
κL in a large single crystal of layered halide perovskite.3 Soft acoustic phonons with low
cut-off frequency (20 cm-1) are responsible for the low sound velocity in layered halide
and makes the structure elastically soft with low bulk and shear moduli. While a strong
anharmonicity originates from the low energy and localized rattling-like vibration of Cs
atoms, synchrotron X-ray pair-distribution function analysis evidences the presence of
a local structural distortion in the Bi-halide octahedra. We propose that the hierarchical
chemical bonding and low energy vibrations from selective sublattice in the crystalline
inorganic halide perovskites open an exciting platform for thermal transport research,
which is intriguing from lattice dynamical aspects as well as have potential applications.
References:
1.
2.
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This presentation will also demonstrate the added value of the supercritical solvothermal synthesis

This presentation will also demonstrate the added value of the supercritical
solvothermal synthesis methodin terms of materials. This will be illustrated with
different examples in the fields of optics, energy, catalysis and microelectronics.
The benefits of the sub- and supercritical continuous solvothermal route
include not only better performances for advanced applications but also
environmental issues associated with the synthesis process. This will be
emphasized with the studies performed using LCA approaches coupled with
risk assessment ones. Finally, mastering physicochemistry and processes in
supercritical fluids opens the way of a circular economy offering innovative
solutions for the recycling of materials. This will be illustrated with the recycling
of solar panels, permanent magnets, carbon fibers from CFRP, batteries or still
the regeneration of chirurgical and FFP2 face masks.

Metavalent Bonding Origins of
Unusual Properties of Group IV
Chalcogenides
Umesh V. Waghmare

Hydroxysulfates as cathode materials
for rechargeable batteries
Shashwat Singha*, Valérie Pralongb, and Prabeer Barpandaa
Faraday Materials Laboratory, Materials Research Centre, Indian Institute of Science,
Bangalore – 560012, India
b
Normandie University, Ensicaen, Unicaen, CNRS, Crismat, 14000 Caen, France
Email: shashwats@iisc.ac.in

a

Hydroxysulfate (AMSO4OH) compounds form a niche class of high-voltage polyanionic
battery cathodes with a desirable combination of efficient electrochemical activity
along with moisture resistance due to the presence of hydroxyl (OH) group1. Monoclinic
FeSO4OH (s.g. C2/c) was the first reported hydroxysulfate cathode exhibiting an Fe3+/Fe2+
redox potential at 3.2 V with capacity over 120 mAh/g involving a two-step biphasic redox
reaction2,3. Showcasing its versatility, here we report the first demonstration of reversible
Na+ (de)insertion in FeSO4OH via single step biphasic reaction at ~2.9 V with a discharge
capacity of 85 mAh/g. The size of (de)intercalating ions can trigger varied structural/
electrochemical properties in addition to polymorphism4. In this pursuit, an orthorhombic
polymorph of FeSO4OH (s.g. Pnma) has been investigated for the first time focusing on
its electrochemical performance. When implemented as cathode for Li-ion battery,
it delivered a reversible capacity of 105 mAh/g (0.66 Li+) at C/20 with Fe3+/Fe2+ redox
potential centered ~3.2 V (vs Li/Li+). Deviating from monoclinic form, the orthorhombic
FeSO4OH underwent a monophasic redox mechanism. This presentation will discuss (i)
the first reports of FeSO4OH hydroxysulfate as cathodes for post Li-ion (Na-ion) batteries,
(ii) the first demonstration of orthorhombic FeSO4OH as an economic air-stable cathode
for Li-ion and Na-ion batteries, and (iii) in-depth mechanistic understanding of the
electrochemical redox reaction in both orthorhombic and monoclinic polymorphs of
FeSO4OH cathodes. This work will showcase synergistic study of hydroxysulfate cathodes
using in-operando analytical tools, electrochemical titration techniques and first-principle
(DFT) calculations.
References
1. S. Singh, S. Lochab, L. Sharma, V. Pralong, P. Barpanda, An overview of hydroxy-based polyanionic cathode
insertion materials for metal-ion batteries, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 23 (2021) 18283–18299.
2. M. Anji Reddy, V. Pralong, V. Caignaert, U.V. Varadaraju, B. Raveau, Monoclinic iron hydroxy sulphate: A
new route to electrode materials, Electrochem. Commun. 11 (2009) 1807–1810.
3. M. Ati, M.T. Sougrati, G. Rousse, N. Recham, M.L. Doublet, J.C. Jumas, J.M. Tarascon, Single-Step Synthesis
of FeSO4F1-yOHy (0 ≤ y ≤ 1) Positive Electrodes for Li-Based Batteries., Chem. Mater. 43 (2012) 1472–1485.
4. M. Ben Yahia, F. Lemoigno, G. Rousse, F. Boucher, J.M. Tarascon, M.L. Doublet, Origin of the 3.6 V to 3.9
V voltage increase in the LiFeSO4F cathodes for Li-ion batteries, Energy Environ. Sci. 5 (2012) 9584–9594.

Near-IR organic photodetector
Neha Chauhan

Unraveling the Novel Magnetic Properties of
Columbites: An Emphasis on the Tricritical
Point in H-T Phase diagram
Subhash Thotaa* and Mohindar Singh Seehrab
a
Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology Guwahati, 781039,
Assam, India
b
Department of Physics & Astronomy, West Virginia University,
Morgantown-26506(WV), USA
The quest for discovery of real systems whose measured properties can be utilized
to check the predictions of mathematical-models in condensed matter physics is
very much needed nowadays because such comparisons provide great insight into
underlining physics of microscopic world [1]. One such recent case is the predictions
of excitations near a quantum critical point, which have beenrecently tested in
the ferromagnetic Ising-chain columbites like CoNb2O6 and NiNb2O6 [2-4]. In this
direction, the present talk is focused on the unique magnetic properties of few
transition metal (M) Niobates (Mb2O6). These compounds usually crystallize in the
columbite structure of space group D14 -Pbcn with orthorhombic unit cell containing
four molecules per unit cell. Most often the crystalstructure of these compounds can
2h
be treated
as zig-zag chains of divalent transition metal ions alongthe c-axis (Isinglike). Effectively the unit-cell contains two crystallographically inequivalent M2+ ions
and isosceles triangular arrangement of M2+ ions in the ab plane. Rich details of
the H-T phase diagram mapped using various phase transitions including the fieldinduced spin-flop transitions together with the intrachain (Jo) and interchain (J1 and
J2)) exchange interactions of few columbite structures will be discussed.
References:
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3.
4.

S. Sachdev, Quantum Phase Transition (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1999).
S. Thota, et. al. Phys. Rev. B. 2021, 103, 064415.
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Multifunctional hybrid layered materials: synthesis
and structure - property relationships
Pierre Rabu
Institute of Physics and Chemistry of Materials of Strasbourg, CNRS-University of Strasbourg, 23
rue du Loess 67034 Strasbourg, France
Email: pierre.rabu@ipcms.unistra.fr
Chemical and structural versatility of layered metal hydroxides and oxides allows for insertion and
grafting of various kinds of functional molecules in between magnetic or ferroelectric sheets. This
ability is promising for generating multi-functionality. Numerous properties can be combined as
conductivity, luminescence, chirality, magnetism electro-activity, catalysis, etc In addition, these
functionalities can be rather easily modulated by changing the host structure as well as the inserted
species. Such “Lego©” chemistry seems really appropriate and we obtained many magnetic (2D3D), magneto-luminescent and magneto-electric systems.1,2 Although successful, this approach is
still quite serendipitous and a better control a priori of the synthesis and precise knowledge of the
structure of these hybrid materials are necessary to help the designing of new layered hybrids.
We present here recent results concerning magnetic and multifunctional layered hydroxides
(LSH) and oxides (aurivillius) illustrating the mechanisms involved in insertion-grafting reactions,
up to exfoliation. Our results enlarge the library of molecular species that is possible to graft into
inter-lamellar space using various activation conditions.2–5 We will describe efficient structural
characterization techniques and analytical tools (TEM, XRD analysis and modeling) that were
developed to investigate the structural features of these systems, allowing for establishing structureproperties relationships, together with improvement of the design of layered functional materials.

Acknowledgements: CNRS, University of Strasbourg, Région Grand Est, contract No. ANR-14-CE07-0004-01 (HYMN))
and the Labex NIE (ANR-11-LABX-0058_NIE within the Investissement d’Avenir program ANR-10-IDEX-0002-02).
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Figure 1 Temperature-dependent phonon frequency shifts and change in magnetic anisotropy of the (111) oriented
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 – SrRuO3 superlattices.
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One of the major challenges of the 21st century is our ability to solve energy-related problems
caused by ever-higher consumption, demography and standard of living. It is therefore imperative to
anticipate this energy demand and this in a context of sustainable development. Storage technologies
are highly dependent on the materials used and it is necessary to search for new materials with
advanced properties that are also ecological and economical. Despite the high performance of
lithium-based materials, its cost is driving scientists to develop alternative systems based on sodium
and potassium, which are widely abundant in the earth’s crust.
Manganese based oxide materials are promising cathodes for alkaline ion batteries due to their
high energy density, low-cost and low-toxicity. Focusing on layered-type structures, one has to cite
of course the AxMnO2 families showing interesting insertion properties in all the system based on

lithium, sodium and even more recently potassium. Moreover, we notice that the system A-Mn-O are
extremely rich in term of original structures. For example, we found a new lithium rich composition
Li4Mn2O5 with a disordered rock salt structure that was showing an exceptional capacity of about
300mAg/g. Interestingly, the material Na4Mn2O5 has been reported with a layered type structure,
different from the lithiated phase and we will discuss the relationship between the structure and
insertion properties. In addition, with the aim of making lithium batteries safer, the scientific
community is looking in recent years to replace the liquid solvents used as electrolyte with a solid
ionic conductor compound. Thus, new materials ionic conductors are needed. Several families
of materials have been developed, leading to major improvements in this technology (NASICON,
perovskites, Garnets). In addition, the thio-phosphate family is widely explored and several
compounds have been discovered in the pseudo-binary Li2S-P2S5 diagram such as Li3PS4, Li7P3S11 or
Li7PS6. In 2011, R. Kanno and al. had discovered a new phase: Li10GeP2S12 showing ionic conduction of
12 mS/cm. Unfortunately, this structure is unstable towards lithium metal and germanium remains
a very expensive element. In order to improve the stability of this structure, a partial substitution of
sulfur by oxygen has been successfully obtained and shown better cycling capability. Very recently,
the germanium-free phase Li9.6P3S12 has been obtained and exhibits better stability towards lithium
despite a lower conductivity.
In this presentation, we will discuss the structure –properties relationship for these phases and
detail our strategy to design a suitable ionic conductor.
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In recent years, it has been discovered that inversion symmetry broken quantum systems can
exhibit non-linear Hall effect even under time-reversal symmetric conditions [1]. The underlying
quantum object leading to this effect is the first order moment of the Berry curvature, termed
the Berry curvature dipole. Such non-linear Hall effects open up different possibilities for direct
applications, such as non-linear photocurrents and terahertz radiation detection [2]. However,
despite such promise for exciting physics and applications, the Berry curvature dipole induced nonlinear Hall effect has been experimentally realized only in a handful of materials. It is, therefore, of
vital importance to find materials with large and controllable Berry curvature dipole.
In this talk, I will give two examples from our work where such a controllable Berry curvature dipole
has been predicted. First, we propose Janus monolayers of transition metal dichalcogenides as a
promising materials platform to explore the non-linear Hall effect and Berry curvature dipole physics
[3]. Here the topology and the Berry curvature dipole are tunable by chemical composition. Second,
we discover a giant non-linear Hall effect in the elemental buckled honeycomb lattices -- silicene,
germanene, and stanene [4]. In this case, the Berry curvature dipole is tunable by a transverse electric
field which breaks inversion symmetry. We demonstrate that the electric field induced topological
phase transitions are associated with a giant Berry curvature dipole near the critical field.
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In the current scenario, Lithium-ion batteries (LIB’s) play an important role for mobility and storage
applications. In this context, lithium iron phosphate (LFP) is a well known cathode material in LIB’s.
Due to its inherent safety and low cost, the demand for LFP is high for current LIB’s. The conventional
method for preparing lithium iron phosphate is solid-state synthesis, but it can also be prepared
by wet chemical route. The former approach provides micron-sized particles whereas, the latter
approach yields nanoparticles. In general, to synthesize the LFP powder, precursors such as iron (II)
acetate or iron (II) oxalate are used as iron source. These precursors are expensive and eventually
increase the cost of the battery. Thus, to decrease the cost of the battery alternate precursors need
to be explored for LFP synthesis.
Presently, a solid-state reaction approach has been adopted for LFP synthesis. Iron oxide (Fe2O3) is

used as precursor along with iron powder in order to reduce the oxidation state from Fe (III) to Fe
(II) of iron oxide. Apart from the iron precursor, lithium carbonate, ammonium dihydrogen
phosphate and sucrose are used for synthesizing LFP. Sucrose acts as a reducing agent as well as
source of conductive carbon additive for LFP. The obtained powder is single phase LFP. The particlesize
ranges from ~20 to 30 µm. To reduce the particle size of LFP, jet milling of the micron-sized powder has
been carried out. Further, both as-synthesized and jet milled powders are tested for electrochemical
performance in half-cell mode with lithium metal as anode using Swagelok cells at 0.1C rate for
100 cycles. The specific capacities obtained are reasonable vis-a´-vis values obtained using other
synthesis procedures. Moreover, the prepared LFP powder is economical as well as feasible for LIB
applications. The details of synthesis, characterization and electrochemical performance of the LFP
powders will be presented.
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Lithium-ion technology is the most promising avenue for the electrification of vehicles. Although
already currently in use for several decades, an optimization of the electrode materials is still
possible. In this context, lithium-rich layered oxides Li1+xM1-xO2 (where 0 < x < 1/3, and M is usually
a mix of manganese, nickel and cobalt) have been intensively studied as positive electrode
materials in lithium-ion batteries due to their high capacity (more than 250 mAh/g). However,
these materials also present some serious drawbacks. Batteries made with these materials
at the positive electrode can show an important capacity loss after the first cycle due to the
partial irreversibility of the oxygen redox process. They also exhibit a decrease in voltage during
cycling which originates with the migration of manganese ions within the lithium layers and the
formation of a spinel-like structure at the surface of the particles.
To overcome these problems, we decided to synthesize new lithium-rich layered oxides with
the general formula Li1+xMn1-xO2 (with 0 < x < 0.25) with a different oxygen stacking that would
make the migration of manganese ions unfavourable thanks to a stronger coulombic repulsion
between the layers (alternative of face- and edge-sharing LiO6 and MO6 octahedra). The O6type lithium-rich layered oxide O6-LiNi1/6Mn4/6O2 was obtained by ion exchange from the P2-type
sodium layered oxide P2-Na5/6Li1/6Ni1/6Mn4/6O2. In a first step, the ion exchange was monitored
by variable temperature X-ray diffraction and we observed that an intermediate compound was
formed during the ion exchange reaction. X-ray diffraction suggested that this compound was a
layered oxide, alternating layers of sodium ions located in prismatic sites and layers of lithium
ions located in octahedral sites, these two layers being separated by a layer of MO6 octahedra
(where M is Li, Ni and Mn). At the end of the ion exchange reaction, a pure lithium layered oxide
is obtained with no remaining sodium. Its structure was studied by coupling X-ray and neutron
diffraction and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. We concluded that the layered
structure was not a pure O6-type structure and that some stacking faults existed (about 15 %).
Finally, the O6-LiNi1/6Mn4/6O2 compound was used as the positive electrode material in lithium
batteries. The batteries were galvanostatically cycled between 2.6 and 4.6 V and they showed
good capacities and capacities retention. The voltage plateau observed during the first charge
at approximately 4.5 V seems to be related to oxygen oxidation. The good capacity retention
suggests that the oxygen redox is at least partially reversible.
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Figure 1 Magnetic structure of (a) LuFeWO6 and (b) LuCrWO6 at 1.5 K.

Figure 1 Magnetic structure of (a) LuFeWO6 and (b) LuCrWO6 at 1.5 K.
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Metal halide double perovskite materials are gaining increasing attention for optoelectronic
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applications. Transition metal-doped double perovskites are emerging as lead-free, stable
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Batteries for Carbon Neutral Energy Transition
Naga Phani Aetukuri

Exploiting Structural Orderness in Intermetallics to
Discover Economical Catalysts for their Applications
in Energy and Environmental sectors
Sebastian C. Peter
New Chemistry Unit and School of Advanced Materials, Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced
Scientific Research, Jakkur, Bangalore-560064
Two most imminent scientific and technological problems that the mankind is facing now, is that
of energy and climate. The energy production and utilization in modern society is mostly based
on the combustion of carbonaceous fuels like coal, petroleum and natural gas the combustion of
which produces CO2, which alters earth’s carbon cycle. 30 billion of tons of CO2 per year get emitted
globally as waste from the carbonaceous fuel burning and industrial sector, which if converted
to valuable chemicals have the potential to change the economy of the world. We, in our lab are
trying to address both issues and are keen upon translating our innovative technologies from the
lab to the industrial and commercial scale. We are capturing CO2 from industrial flue stream (of
any composition) and thermo- catalytically converting it to value added chemicals/fuels such as
methanol, carbon-monoxide, methane, dimethyl ether, C2-C5 & C5-C11 gasoline hydrocarbons.
Catalyst design is at the heart of all these technologies and we have developed customized catalyst
systems for targeted product conversions as per the need of different industries.
In this talk, I will discuss about our recent discovery of three intermetallics as efficient catalysts:
(1) industry level hydrogen production via electrochemical water splitting, (2) conversion of CO2 to
methanol electrochemically at low pressure and low potential and (3) complete electron transfer in
the cathodic side of fuel cell. The talk will cover the development of the catalyst via various methods,
the driving force behind the enhancement in activity and the mechanistic pathways by various insitu (DRIFTS, IR, XAFS), ex-situ (XPS, XRD, IR, XAFS) and theoretical (DFT calculation) studies. The talk
also will cover the industrial viability of these catalysts. The talk is the summary of the following
papers
1)

In-Situ Mechanistic Insights for Oxygen Reduction Reaction in Chemically Modulated Ordered Intermetallic
Catalyst Promoting Complete Electron Transfer. Mondal, S.; Bagchi, D.; Sarkar, S.; Singh, A. K.; Vinod, C. P.; 		
Peter, S. C. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2022, 44, 11859–11869.

2)

Morphology Tuned Pt3Ge Accelerates Water Dissociation to Industrial Standard Hydrogen Production over a
wide pH Range. Mondal, S.; Sarkar, S.; Bagchi, D.; Das, T.; Das, R.; Singh, A. K.; Prasanna, P. K.; Vinod, C. P.; 		
Chakraborty, S.; Peter, S. C. Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2202294.

3)

Structure-Tailored Surface Oxide on Cu-Ga Intermetallics Enhances CO2 Reduction Selectivity to Methanol at
Ultra-Low Potential. Bagchi, D.; Raj, J.; Singh, A. K.; Cherevotan, A.; Roy, S.; Manoj, K. S.; Vinod, C. P.; Peter,
S. C., Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2109426.

Insights into Nanostructure Growth, Structure and
Stability Using Advanced Electron Microscopy
N. Ravishankar
Materials Research Centre, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560012
Email: nravi@iisc.ac.in
Advanced electron microscopy techniques have become indispensable in our quest to make better
materials for various applications. This is particularly true for energy materials where the TEM
has played a key role in elucidating mechanisms of growth, stability and operation. In our group,
we use advanced microscopy techniques to understand nucleation and growth mechanisms of
nanostructures with particular emphasis on energy applications. In this talk, I will present several
examples of porous structures, ultrathin nanowires, supported catalysts, single atom catalysts (SAC)
and heterostructured materials for different applications. The emphasis will be on the microscopy
technique that provides key insights in each case. Reaction-limited aggregation mechanism for
porous structures, stability of nanoporous materials, controlling heterogeneous nucleation to obtain
supported catalysts and SACs, nucleation texture in supported catalysts will be presented. A range of
microscopy techniques including precession electron diffraction, in-situ heating, HAADF-STEM, EELS
and tomography will be discussed.
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Supported Catalysts. ACS Nano 2011, 5 (10), 8049–8061.
(9) Viswanath, B.; Kundu, P.; Halder, A.; Ravishankar, N. Mechanistic Aspects of Shape Selection and Symmetry Breaking
during Nanostructure Growth by Wet Chemical Methods. J. Phys. Chem. C 2009, 113 (39), 16866–16883.
(10) Chatterjee, D.; Kamalnath, K.; Ahmad, R.; Singh, A. K.; Ravishankar, N. Orientation Selection during Heterogeneous
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Mechanism of Mg2+ Mediated Encapsulation of an
Anionic Cognate Ligand in a Bacterial Riboswitch
Sunil Kumar and Govardhan Reddy*
Solid State and Structural Chemistry Unit, Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru, 560012,
Karnataka, India.
The fluoride riboswitch is essential for bacteria’s survival as it is critical to maintaining the F- ion
concentration below the toxic level and is a target for antibiotic development. The anionic cognate
ligand, F- ion, is encapsulated by three Mg2+ ions in a trigonal pyramidal arrangement bound to the
negatively charged ligand-binding domain (LBD) of the riboswitch. The assembly mechanism of this
intriguing LBD structure and its role in transcription initiation are unclear. I performed computer
simulations using coarse-grained and all-atom RNA models to bridge multiple timescales and show
that F- and Mg2+ binding is essential to stabilize the LBD structure and tertiary stacking interactions.
The first two Mg2+ ions bind to the LBD region through water-mediated outer-shell coordination
even in the riboswitch unfolded state and should transition to a direct inner shell interaction through
dehydration to strengthen their interaction with the LBD. I propose that the efficient binding mode
of the third Mg2+ and F- is they form a water-mediated ion pair and bind to the LBD simultaneously.
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The ICMCB actively participates in the structuring of research in the field of materials on the Bordeaux
campus, at national, European and international levels. The laboratory is also strongly involved in
industrial partnerships. A significant part of these collaborations is done with the active support of
the “Région Nouvelle-Aquitaine” for which the ICMCB is one of the important partners of the public
research effort. Finally, the ICMCB contributes significantly to the creation of companies.
While research requires culture and experience, it also needs creativity and dynamism. A large
pool of young researchers is, in this context, a guarantee of success. Training young people, by and
for research, is one of our essential missions. These young people thus trained will be the future
managers of academic research, but also of R&D in industry.
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